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Abstract. Activities of Daily Living (ADL) have a background of selfsufficiency and survival function. Upper limbs participate actively in many ADL;
particularly, activities related to feeding, communication, and grooming. The
performance of such activities is a parameter of independence. Various
researchers have studied ADL in a free-living environment by using inertial
sensors. However, functional-activity recognition with low recognition rate is a
persistent result. This work proposes the use of well-known clustering techniques
for ADL recognition by using as feeding signal the vertical trajectory of wrist
relative to the shoulder.
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1

Introduction

The International Classification of Functioning and Disability (ICF) define functioning
as the positive aspects of the interaction between an individual (with a health condition)
and that individual's contextual factors (environmental and personal factors) [1]. Hence,
the interaction is evaluated through the ADL. Thus, by recognizing ADL during an
extended period, we can evaluate functioning.
When a person has a disability that limits his/her movement, it is necessary to obtain
information about his/her functional state. In other words, there is a need to know what
the person does, and how does he/she perform. Thus, measuring functional movements
has become paramount for rehabilitation interventions [2]. Therefore, it is necessary to
get information about ADL performed by the person in a real-life scenario. For upperlimb movements, the most common sensors are accelerometers and gyroscopes [2-5].
However, the recognition of activities by using acceleration signals or any other device
or combination of them have not shown acceptable results in an extensive set of
activities.
The goal of this work was the evaluation of the Upper-limb functional-activity
recognition based on clustering techniques. The target activities include eating,
drinking, talking by phone, write on a computer, brushing teeth and combing hair. The
input signal for this purpose was the vertical displacement of the wrist relative to the
shoulder.
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1.1

Clustering

Clustering is one of the most used techniques in the recognition of Activities of Daily
Living [2-11]. Clustering analysis is the formal study of algorithms and methods to
group objects according to measurements, perceived attributes, intrinsic features or
likelihoods [12]. This technique consists of patterns classification (observations,
signals, vectors) into groups (clusters). Every cluster shares common features that make
it similar among their objects, and at the same time, these features make different from
objects of another cluster or group.

2

Methods

2.1

Participants

Eight participants (7 men and one woman) between 23 and 42 ages were recruited. The
exclusion criterion was upper-limb motor impairment. The measurement protocol was
according to the Mexican norm NOM-012-SSA3-2012 and the Helsinki declaration of
the World Medical Association (WMA). All participants signed a consent-informed
letter, and the research protocol was approved by the institution's ethical committee
(CIBIUG-EX01-2018).
2.2

Measurement Protocol

Participants wore an electro-hydraulic sensor able to measure the vertical component
between two points. This device was located at the shoulder of the participants to
measure the vertical component of the distance between wrist and shoulder during the
execution of a set of activities. The participants were video-recorded while they
performed a set of ADL.
2.3

Data Analysis and Clustering Recognition

Displacement's signals were filtered using a low-pass filter with 10 Hz cut-off
frequency, and then were extracted the following set of features: maximum normalized
vertical position, minimum normalized vertical position, standard deviation of vertical
position, maximum vertical velocity, minimum vertical velocity, maximum vertical
acceleration, minimum vertical acceleration, average of acceleration, Spearman
correlation between arms, kurtosis of position, three significant frequencies. Then,
these features were reduced to five features by using Principal Components Analysis
(PCA). PCA is a dimensional reduction technique based on axes rotation, new axes
obtained are related to maximized variance. In this new space, the following clustering
techniques were used to analyse data space: k-means, DBSCAN, and spectral clustering
[13]. In this technique, the adjacency matrix was built by using a Gaussian similarity.
A brief description of every one of the algorithms used in this research is presented in
the following paragraphs.
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k-means: The algorithm considers a data set X, and a set of clusters C= {C1, …, Ck}.
Every cluster Ck is related to a point called centroid xCk. Each observation or data point
relates to the nearest cluster by a similarity function, such as the Euclidian distance.
Thus by minimizing the sum of the distances of every point belonging to cluster Ck, it
is possible to partition the data set.
DBSCAN: DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise)
is an algorithm to discover arbitrarily shaped clusters. In this algorithm, a cluster is
formed by dense regions (a portion of data space where the number of points is more
significant than a criterion selected by the user). With this method exist the possibility
to detect noise, being these, isolated points.
Spectral clustering: Spectral clustering is a graph-based algorithm, which often
outperforms the traditional approaches [13]. In this algorithm, the dataspace is
transformed to a graph (a set of dots joined among them), to do this; it is necessary a
similarity measure, then all pairs of data are compared among them. Thus, similar data
are nearer than different. By using the information about the structure of the graph, a
matrix is built; finally, the eigenvectors of this matrix feed the k-means algorithm.
2.4

Clustering Evaluation

Relative evaluation of clustering methods was done by using internal and external
indexes. The coefficients used are presented in the table 1. Indexes shown refers to the
parameters defined in the following paragraph.
Consider C={C1, … ,Ck }, a clustering structure of a data set X and P={P1 , . . . , Ps}
is a defined partition of the data given by the user, in this sense, the partition reflects
the intuition about data of the user. Then, refer to a pair of points (xv, xu ) from the
dataset using the following terms:
–

SS: if both points belong to the same cluster of the clustering structure C and
to the same group of partition P.

–

SD: if points belong to the same cluster of C and to different groups of P.

–

DS: if points belong to distinct clusters of C and to the same group of P.

–

DD: if both points belong to different clusters of C and to distinct groups of P.

Now, let a, b, c and d the numbers of pairs in SS, SD, DS and DD respectively, then
a + b + c + d = M. Which it is the number of all pairs formed with the data set. Let a, b,
c and d be the quantity of pairs belonging to class: SS, SD, DS, DD.
In addition, a clustering validation was done using a random test based on Monte
Carlo method [14], this method consists in the creation of artificial data (pseudo
randomly) in the same dataspace, then applying the same algorithms and relative
indexes is obtained a new result. This procedure was repeated 1000 times and as a
result, a histogram was built; with this, it is possible to indicate differences in clustering
results of our data and a data with a pseudo random structure. Then, the method is used
to corroborate the non-random structure of data.
ISSN 1870-4069
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3

Results and Discussion

Relative evaluation showed that the best recognition can be obtained using three
clusters and becomes worst while this number increases.
Table 1 shows results of the relative evaluation index for three clusters only. In this
table, the spectral clustering technique showed the poorest score, indicating that the
kind of graph used does not reflect the cluster structure adequately. On the other hand,
DBSCAN showed that data space is density-in-homogeneous due to the small results.
On the other hand, the table 3 shows the percentage of recognition for each algorithm.
Cells of the same colour per row belong to the same cluster.
Table 2 shows that the best clustering used was the k-means with a recognition score
up to 90% for three clusters.
In addition, the Table 3 shows the recognition score for the different functional tasks.
Finally, the random test evaluation indicates a non-random structure of data for all
algorithms with a confidence interval up to 95%. This result agrees with those shown
in table 2.
The Random test indicates a non-random structure of data for all algorithms and
most of the coefficients used a confidence interval of 95%. The best technique was kmeans (using 3 clusters) with recognition score up to 90%. Spectral clustering
techniques showed a poor score, this indicates the graph does not reflect the cluster
structure adequately. Furthermore, DBSCAN showed that data space is densityinhomogeneous.
These results suggest that clustering can be used to perform a recognition of ADL
and could be used in an initial step as pre-processing, in more sophisticated recognition
algorithms.
Table 1. Different coefficients used to evaluate clustering.

Table 2. Best scores for everyone algorithm analyzed using three clusters. NA indicates that the index cannot
be applied due to the incompatibility between clustering algorithm and evaluation index.

Algorithm
K-means
DBSCAN
Uspectral

Rand
Statistic
1.80
1.6
1.19

Fowlkes &
Mallows
0.76
0.7
0.36
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Jaccard

SSB

SSE

Silhouette

0.86
0.55
0.59

0.21
NA
NA

6.17
NA
NA

0.51
NA
NA
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4

Conclusions

The K-means algorithm can group activities that belong to the same task; making easier
the recognition process. Our results are promissory about the improvement of
recognition rate in more sophisticated algorithms using the clustering as a preprocessing step. The clustering techniques can recognize functional activity in a
categorized form.
Table 3. Recognition scores obtained for three clusters. Percentages of recognition were calculated using the
known data partition. In table USC, NSCa and NSCb represents the algorithms: no-normalized spectral
clustering, Normalized spectral clustering according to Shi and Malik, and Normalized spectral clustering
according to Jordan, Ng, and Weiss. The cells with the same font color are in the same cluster, divided cells
have a division of data between two clusters.

100%
92.65%
54%

Talking by
phone
80.6%
83.33%
62%

Writing on
computer
100%
91.67%
88%

59.46%

85.24%

79.17%

86.11%

61.26%

85.29%

77.08%

80.56%

Algorithm

Eating

Drinking

K-means
DBSCAN
USC

93.7%
87.93%
81%

NSCb
NSCa

Combing
hair
69.8%
96.23%
77%
49.06%
30.19%
40.06%

Brushing
teeth
89.6%
93.62%
51%
44.68%
44.68%
46.81%
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